
Elys Game Technology Comments on Canadian Legislation
to Legalize Single-Event Sports Wagering in Canada
 

The proposed changes gives provinces and areas the ability to offer single-event sport

playing goods and the foresight to deal with single-event sport wagering inside their

respective jurisdictions. In provinces and areas that elect to offer single-event sport activity

bets, Canadians would have got an possibility to participate in this activity within a regulated

environment, either on-line or even in physical features. 

 

“We commend Canada’s Ressortchef (umgangssprachlich) of Justice and Attorney General

for introducing that significant legislation in help of single-event sports gambling, ” stated

Michele (Mike) Ciavarella, Chairman and TOP DOG of Elys Activity Technologies, Corp. “We

believe there is strong bi-partisan help support for this bill and, when passed, would possess

the incredibly positive impression for both Elys, given our strong authority throughout the

space, as properly as the total business, which has been adversely influenced by the COVID-

19 outbreak. All of us estimate that roughly CDN$80 Billion is wagered with sports each 12

months canada. With our set up relationship footing in Canada, sportsbook experience in

addition to cutting edge Elys betting technologies, many of us believe there is a tremendous

possiblity to expand our business around the lieu. ” 



 

 

About Elys Game Technology, Corp. 

 

Elys Activity Technology, Corp., is a new B2B worldwide gambling technologies company

operating in several countries worldwide, with B2C online and land-based video gaming

surgical procedures in Italy. Within France, Elys offers its buyers a full collection connected

with leisure gaming products and services, such as activities betting, e-sports, virtual sports

entertainment, on the net casino, poker, bingo, interactive games and slots. 

 

The Company’s innovative gambling alternative services online workers, internet casinos,

retail betting institutions and franchise distribution communities. The Company has

accomplished the merchandise regulatory requirements to help start off B2B operations in

the United States. https://eveil-arg.com/ is available in our corporate website on

www.elysgame.com. 

 

Traders may as well find people on Facebook @ELYS_gaming. 

https://eveil-arg.com/


 

Forward-Looking Statements 

 

This particular press release has certain forward-looking statements in the which means of

the safe harbor provisions of the Individual Stock options Litigation Reform Work connected

with 1995. These assertions are recognized by simply typically the use of the words “could, ”

“believe, ” “anticipate, ” “intend, ” “estimate, ” “expect, ” “may, ” “continue, ” “predict, ”

“potential, ” “project” and comparable words and phrases which have been intended to

discover forward-looking transactions and consist of statements with regards to tough bi-

partisan support for the recommended Canadian Federal Government legislation for you to

legalize single-event sporting activities wagering in Canada, the particular positive impact

intended for the two Elys, as well like the all round industry, if the bill is usually handed down,

approximately CDN$80 Thousand becoming wagered on sports each one year in Canada

and the opportunity to increase the Company’s business across the lieu. These forward-

looking statements are based about management’s expectations and presumptions by the

date associated with this news release and are usually subject to a amount of dangers and

questions, many of which can be challenging to predict that may trigger actual results for you

to differ materially from current expectations in addition to presumptions via those

established or intended by virtually any forward-looking statements. Important factors which

could result in genuine results to vary materially from current anticipations include, among

others, the particular Company’s ability to present single-event activity betting items and the

prudence to help take care of single-event sports activity playing to Canadians as considered

by means of the the legislation, obtaining tough bi-partisan help support to be able to pass

the legislation, the particular the legislation, if passed, obtaining the positive impact for Elys

obviously; the playing involving CDN$80 Billion sports every year around The us because

expected; the Company’s capability to expand its company across the zone like organized,

the length of time and even scope of the COVID-19 outbreak worldwide, including this impact

to the express and local economies, and the chance factors explained in the Company’s

Twelve-monthly Report on Contact form 10-K for the yr ended December 31, 2019 and its

particular subsequent filings with typically the Circumstance. T. Securities together with

Alternate Commission, including pursuing routine reports on Variety 10-Q and current reports

on Form 8-K. Often the information within this release can be provided only as associated

with the date of this relieve, and the Company undertakes no obligation to bring up to date or

revise publicly any kind of forward-looking statements, whether caused by new information,

future occasions as well as otherwise, after this time frame on which typically the phrases are

designed or to help reflect the event associated with unanticipated events, with the exception

of as required by law. 


